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Requirements:

Why C#.Net

What is C# used for?

Who uses C#.Net
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Four Week Online Certificate Course in 

Registration is FREE for all participants.
Schedule : 1 August 2024 to 31 August  2024 

Course Co-ordinator :  Prof. Chandraprabha Kulkarni

Register here

Visit for more details 
:
:

Department of Information Technology

Participants should register by the following link Limited seats are available.

:

Telegram Link

C# is very flexible and allows you to
develop a big variety of systems. With C#
you maximize the return of investment on
your skills because you can build almost
any kind of applications: Console
applications

NET you can target any application type
running on any platform. Reuse your skills,
code, and favorite libraries across all of them in
a familiar environment. That means you can
build apps faster, with less cost.

Why Learn 
cloud-based services
desktop apps
mobile apps
software development
Game development
Web development
Much more...

 Microsoft uses C# for web and game development
Service Titan uses C# for web services and android app
development
 City National Bank uses C# for building cloud-based
applications
 Stack Overflow uses C# for app development and web services
 Trustpilot uses C# for web services and app development

.NET is a free, open-source, cross-platform for creating a wide range of apps. With .NET, you can develop applications for web,
mobile, desktop, gaming, and IoT using various languages, editors, and libraries. Get assistance from our .NET course, filled with
practical exercises and real-world examples that will get you familiar with all of the essential areas of .NET programming.

Laptop and Mobile is recommended for  hands-on implementation. 

Scan the QR code to Register

Course Teacher         : Prof. Jyoti Mashalkar

Chief Organizer : Principal , Dr. Mahadev Gavhane 

https://t.me/+ky--UclNPa4wOWE1

https://forms.gle/Gjw1Fkeq5X2X3XbD6

https://www.shahucollegelatur.org.in/certificateit.php
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